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Abstract

One of the most expensive activities that occurs as software is developed and maintained is the testing (or retesting) of the software after it has been modified. Studies suggest that a significant portion of development and maintenance costs go to this retesting, which is known as regression testing. Reports estimate that regression testing consumes as much as 80% of the overall testing budget and can consume up to 50% of the cost of software maintenance.

Rapidly changing software and computing environments present many challenges for effective and efficient regression testing in practice. Regression testing can be performed after changes are made to the software, such as after nightly or regular builds, before a new version of the software is released, every time the software is saved and compiled, such as in an agile development environment, or before patches, such as security patches, are released. Regardless of the environment or when it is performed, the goals of regression testing are the same: to improve confidence that the changes behave as intended and that they have not adversely affected unchanged parts of the software.

Because regression testing is important, but expensive, much research has been performed, both in industry and in academia, to develop techniques to make regression testing more effective and efficient. This research has also produced many tools and systems that have been used for empirical studies that investigate the effectiveness, scalability, and practicality of the techniques.

Researchers have developed techniques for addressing a number of issues related to regression testing, and, in this talk, I will discuss them in four areas. First, techniques attempt to reduce the regression testing time by creating effective regression test suites that test the changed part of the software, by identifying test cases in the regression test suite that do not need to be rerun on the changed software, and by identifying and removing obsolete test cases. Second, techniques can reuse test suites created for one version of the software by identifying those test cases that need to be rerun for testing subsequent versions of the software and by computing an effective ordering for running the test cases.

Third, techniques can recycle test cases by monitoring executions to gather test inputs that can be used for retesting and by creating unit test cases from system test cases. Finally, techniques could recover test cases by identifying, manipulating, and transforming obsolete test cases, by generating new test cases from old ones, and by repairing test cases when the software changes.

In this talk, I will overview the research in testing of evolving software, and discuss achievements to date in managing regression testing by reducing, reusing, recycling, and recovering test cases. I will also present the state of the research and the state of the practice in regression testing. Finally, I will discuss the current trends in both academia and industry, the challenges for solving the difficult problems that exist, the promise for testing of evolving software in the future, and the important open challenges for regression testing in the next decade.
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